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ABSTRACT: Several technical dictionaries containing geodetic
topographic, photogrammetric-remote sensing, cartographic-map
ping, a~d cadastral terms have been developed by teams of spe
cialists, in Romania. These bilingual, multilingual, and expla
natory dictionary outlooks and developments, as well as, the 
way in which photogrammetry and remote sensing are illustrated 
in them, are presented in this paper. 

The first attempt to prepare and print a specialized technical 
dictionary in Romania - just a success of those old times -
has occured in 1942, when professor doctor engineer Gheorghe ~ 
Nicolau-Birlad published HDici1ionar tehnic pentru fotograrnme
trie, topografie ~i cadastruu (The Technical Dictionary for 
Photogrmnmetry, Topography and Cadastre). The dictionary was a 
mul tilingual one (in German., Homanian, French and Italian lan
guages) and contained 2916 photogrammetric, topographic, geode
tic, astronomic, cadastre, and cartographic terms as the author 
- a Romanian remarkable personali ty in photogrammetry - had men
tioned. 

This dictionary was published both as a paper in certain issues 
of the UBuletin de Fotogrammetrie, Cadastru §Ii AgrimensuraU('Xhe 
Bulletin of Photogrammetry and Cadastre) and an extract. The au
thor's intention to further publish an alphabetical index for 
each language of the dictionary has not been brought to an end. 

During 1976-1987, bodies of specialists have edited six bilingu
al, multilingual and explanatory dictionaries containing techni
cal terms in various br&"'1ches, such as: geodetic astronomy, ca
dastre, mathematical cartography, photogrammetry, photointerpr~ 
tation, geodesy, geodetic gravimetry, map compilation and edi
ting, remote sensing and topography. These dictionaries can be 
mentioned chronologically as follows: 

1. nDici-ionar oli"'lot de ,:'eodezie foto rammetrie i carto Jra
fie H The Multilingual Dictionary of Geodesy, Photogrammetry 
and Cartography)" Authors: I',Iihail Albota, Dimi trie Filotti, 00-
tavian Molea and loan Salariu. This dictionary was published 
in 1976, in five languages (English, Homanian, German, :£i1rench 
and Russian). It will be further mentioned as M (mul tilingual)41 

2. uDic.\-ionar de -eodezie foto-rammetrie-teledetectie §i cap
togpaJie englez-romanH The English-Homanian Dictionary of Geo
desy, Photogr&~metry-Remote Sensing and Cartography). Authors 
Mihail Albota, Nicolae Zegheru and Paraschiva Suroiu. This bi
lingual dictionary was published in 1980. It will be further 
mentioned as ER (Enghlish .... Romanian). 
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3. "Dic' ioner de eodezie i car
tografie german-romano The German-Romanian Dictionary of Geo
desy, Photogrammetry-Remote Sensing and Cartography). Authors: 
Gherasim Marton, Dimitrie Filotti and Dumitru Ghitau. This bi
lingual dictionary was published in 1980. It will be further 
mentioned as GR (German-Romanian). 

4. "Dic ionar de ~eodezie to 0 rafie fotoo'rammetrie oi carter 
grafJ..e H The Dic ionary of Geodesy, Topography, P otogrammetry 
and Cartography). Authors: Mihail Albota, Mircea Atudorei, An
ton Nastase, Mircea Neamtu, E'ugeniu Ulea and Nicolae Zegheru. 
This explanatory dictionary is edited and is to be published 
in 1988. It will be further mentioned as E (explanatory). 

5. "Dic ionar de eodezie 
tografie roman ..... german H The Homanian-German Dictionary of Geo
desy, Photogrammetry-Remote Sensing and Cartography). The same 
authors as for GR. This bilingual dictionary is edited, handed 
over to the I~blishing House and is to be published in 198B.It 
will be further mentioned as RG (Romanian-German). 

6. "Dic ~onar de 'eodezie totoQ'rammetrie-teledetec ie si car
tografie roman-englez U The Romanian-English Dictionary of Geo
desy, Photogrammetry-Remote Sensing and Cartography). The same 
authors as for ER. This dictionary undergoes its last editing 
stage and it may be published in 1989. It will be further men
tioned as RE (Romanian-English). 

In short, a multilingual dictionary, four bilingual dictiona
ries and an explanatory dictionary are on the carpet in this 
paper. SpeCialists working in educational, scientific resear
ching and technological engineering institutes have edited in 
cooperation all the above mentioned dictionaries. Just a men
tion on our specialists intention for editing other bilingual 
dictionaries, such as: French-Romanian, Romanian-French, Rus
sian-Romanian and Romanian-Russian. 

Some data related to these dictionaries and their contents 
are presented synthetically in Table 1. 

All the authors of the above mentioned dictionaries have jud
ged it right to introduce besides the proper specialized tech
nical terms corresponding to the fields of activity mentioned 
in Table 1, some other terms of the fields of activity kindred 
to geodesy, such as: photography, geography, hydrology, meteo
rology, building, geophysics, magnetism a.s.o., as well as,the 
basic terms from: mathematics, physics, automatics, computing 
technics, electronics, a.s.o. This requirement has been accom
plished in the bilingual dictionaries at a great extent as a
gainst the multilingual one. 

A large documentary material consisting of: bilingual and mul
tilingual specialized technical dictionaries, treatises, ma
nuals &~d books, papers presented in various international sci
entific meetings, and papers published in different speciali
zed periodicals , as well as, available indices of terms and 
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definitions given in some works were all used to establish the 
corresponding terms in the above menti?ned dicti?na7iese.lt is 
worthy of notil1g the method used to edlt these dlctlonarles, 
that is, the proper corresponding terms were preserved not a 
mere translation from one language into the other one was mad~ 
after a thorough selection depending on their importance and 
frequency in the specialized technical literature considering 
the large general basic stock of the above mentioned fields of 
activity. 
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Table 1 
The Specialized Technical Romanian Dictionaries 
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mul tilingual 1976 4 751 1 490 1 6.30 1 680 590 160 
bilingual 1980 26 200 .3 160 2 520 7 250 3 650 290 
bilingual 1980 27 000 5 800 :3 900 4 980 5 5.30 720 
explanatory 1988 1 779 334 47.3 571 343 58 
bilingual 1988 28 600 5 950 .3 970 5 100 5 480 800 
bilingual )0 000 4 500 .3 500 8 500 5 000 500 

Proposals and recommandations for terminology made by both va
rious international scientific associations and societies,such 
as: The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, The In
ternational Pederation of Surveyors, The International Society 
of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, The International Asso
ciation of Cartography and The Romanian Committee of Photogram
metry and Hemote Sensing were taken into account, when a dic
tionary edition was envisaged. As regards the Romanian terms, 
they have been considered The Standards of Terminology and S~ 
boIs for geodesy, topography, photogrammetry and cartography 
and the spelling rules of the Spelling IVlodern Homanian Language 
Dictionary edited by The Academy of the Socialist Republic of 
Romania. 

In the last time, in Homania, there is a particular concern 
for scientific and technical publications, among which we Crul 
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mention uI/lanuals of Engineerslt for various scientific and tech:
nical branches, liThe Manual of the Geodetic EngineerH (1973-
1974, 3 volumes containing 2150 pages) being one of the rat 
published manuals followed by three types of various multilin
gual, bilingual and explanatory dictionaries; those listed in 
Table 1 are some of them. 

M dictionary was presented to the Xlllth Congress of The Inte~ 
national Society of Photogramrnetry (Helsinki, 1976) .. The En
glish language was the basic language, which togethe~ with the 
other four ones are presented alphabetically as HgroupsH in the 
first part of the dictionary. The second part contains four 
phabetical indices for the other languages which connect them 
to the first part, using some order numbers. Thus, the multi
lingual dictionary is equivalent to tvventy bilingual dictiona
ries. In the first part, there are mentioned 1-4 main specia
lized fields of activity for the basic geodetic terms. Just 
one more mention, the specialized terms represent 75 per cent 
of the whole number and photogramrnetric photo interpretation 
and remotc~ sensing nns represent 30 per cent of the vihole 
specialized terms. 

The bilingual dictionaries are large works, vvhich terms a reJl
ging from about 26,000 (~H) and 30,000 (H.E). As we have known, 
the bilingual dictionaries for geodesy, photograrnmetry end cap.. 
tography published till now in the other foreign cdhtries have 
not contained more than 11,000 terms. Data listed in Table 1 
are for terrns of the bas language; values are just informa
tive, because the fields of activity could be subjectively es
tablished, each term having 1-3 principal fields of activity, 
in \!vhich it is used", Values for B.E are appro:x:Lmate because the 
dictionary is only in an editing stage. 

Although a correlation in editing the two groups, namely ER 
oold RE, GR and RG dictionaries, does not exist, and their terms 
vary, the photogrammetric, photointerpretation and remote sen
sing terms as against the total number of the sp ecialized terms 
represent about 24 per cent (RG) and 43 per cent (BR), the lat-
ter ranging from 64 per cent CER) to per cent ( ) of the 
all terms contained by the dictionary. On the face of things, 
there ~s an impres on that terms belonging to kindred and ba
sic brtibhes are in a more great number, but as a matter of fact; 
their branches have been strictly established considering the 
proper specialized terms, depending on their importance and 
frequency in the specialized literature and the present-day 
activity .. 

E dictionary, containing fewer terms, ,in fact, an encyclo-
paedic one; sketches and photographs are included for an illus
trative purpose. There are just proper specialized technical 
terms from the same branches and it contains: methods instru .... 
ments and their constituent parts, products and mate s, 
stitutes and org811izations,national and international persona
li ties, periodicals, all s. 0 .. Terms used photogramrnetry, pho
tointerpretation and remote sensing represent 32 per cent from 
the whole number to be found in the disctionary. 
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Analyzing the six dictionaries mentioned above as regards the 
proper specialized terms, the average composition of the limi
ted branches can be established, i /10 e: geodetic astronomy 6 per 
cent, geodetic gravimetry 2 per cent, common and space geodesy 
15 per cent, topography and topometry 16 per cent, photogram
metry and photointerpretation 28 per cent, aerial and space re
mote sensing 7 per cent, mathematical cartography and map com
pilation &~d editing 23 per cent and cadastre 3 per cent. 

The ever increasing of the information volume, and technical 
terminology in a short period of time required these dictionary 
compilations and editings, thus, facilitating these information 
and terminology understanding and being a real help for resea~ 
chers and engineers, technicians and students, translators wo~ 
king in researching, educational, technological engineering,de
signing or production institutes in various fields of activity, 
in \vhich geodesy, topography, photogrammetry, remote sensing, 
cartography and cadastre are investigated and applied. 

, , 
RESUItflE: En Houmanie ont ete elabores, dans les collectifs de 
specialistes, plusieurs dictionnaires comprenant les termes de: 
geodesie et topographie, photogrammetrie et teledetection,car
tographie at edition des cartes, cadastre. On presente la con
ception et la realisation de ceux dictionnaires - bilingues, 
polyglottes et explicatifs - aussi que le mode ou la photo
grammetrie et la teledetection sont representees dans leur con
tenu. 

ZUSAIvTNtEN]lASSUNG: In Rumanien haben l?achrnannerkollekti ve mehrem 
'lN~rterbncher ausgearbei tet fnr Pachw<:>rter der: Geodasie und To
pographie, Photogrammetrie und Fernerkundung, Kartographie und 
Kartenherstellung und Katasterll Es wird das Konzept und die He
alisierung dieser WorterbUcher - zwei-und mehrsprachige und 
solche mit Erl§,uterungen - so wie auch die Vertretung del' Pho
togrammetrie und der ]lernerkundung in deren Inhalt, pr§'sentiert. 
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